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Description
When someone clears the statistics on a given survey (or poll), the tiki_survey* tables are cleared accordingly but the statistics of the users vote are left.

It means that when someone wishes to "recycle" an existing survey by clearing the statistics, changes the questions (even adding new ones), then the users who have already answered to old survey cannot vote for the new "recycled" survey as if he/she already answered it.

The problem also exists when a survey or poll is deleted : lines in tiki_user_votings which shows who has voted on what are left which has clearly no consequence since the id should not be reuse.

Solution
Fixed in Trunk, revision 15075.

Importance
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

n3twrkm4n 28 May 09 17:34 GMT-0000

Since this did not provide a quick solution, and I have run into this problem with V3.0 of TikiWiki here is the fix:

Modify: tikiwiki/lib/surveys/surveylib.php

Original stanza:

```php
while ($res = $result->fetchRow(DB_FETCHMODE_ASSOC)) {
    $questionId = $res%22questionId%22;
    $query2 = "update `tiki_survey_question_options` set `votes`=0 where `questionId`=?";
    $result2 = $this->query($query2, array(int)$questionId;
}
```

Replacement Stanza:

```php
while ($res = $result->fetchRow(DB_FETCHMODE_ASSOC)) {
    $questionId = $res%22questionId%22;
    $query2 = "update `tiki_survey_question_options` set `votes`=0 where `questionId`=?";
    $result2 = $this->query($query2, array(int)$questionId;

    // Let's clean out extraneous results after clearing the results
    $query2 = "delete from `tiki_survey_question_options` where `questionId`=?";
    $result2 = $this->query($query2, array(int)$questionId;
}
```

Basically I added DELETE statement to remove survey items from the statistics after the votes/marks are cleared.
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